
RUNNER / WAITER / HOST
Welcome to Spicy Lemon, a Middle-Eastern and Persian-inspired restaurant where we invite you to indulge in the 

exquisite flavors of the region. Embrace the tradition of food sharing as you gather with friends and family to savor 

our carefully crafted dishes. Experience the essence of hospitality in a contemporary atmosphere that blends 

cosmopolitan flair with authentic charm. Our vibrant setting and energetic team create the perfect backdrop for 

enjoying traditional recipes with a modern twist and presentation. 

Join us at Spicy Lemon for a culinary journey that fuses tradition, innovation, and the joy of sharing unforgettable 

meals. If you are someone who genuinely cares about people and is committed to doing things right, you'll find a 

perfect fit in our highly motivated and diverse team.

JOB DESCRIPTION
You will take part in the service of a shift, ensuring the clients have the best possible time during their stay. 

YOUR MISSION
Runner 

- help with preparing the mise en place 
- greeting customers as they arrive

- serving food & drinks 
- making sure the tables are clean and tidy all times: before / during / after the visitors stay

- changing plates during the courses 
- helping cleaning the glasses in the bar with the machine washer

- communicating with the host and kitchen
- help with the clean up

Waiter / Host
If you already have experience or you’ve worked with us for a while, your next position will be that of a host 

/ waiter:
- greet and seat customers upon arrival 

- handing out the menus and explaining the concept & menu 
- taking orders

- maximise sales / proposing the right product at the right time 
- ensuring the guests have the best possible stay / providing excellent hospitality 

- handling the bills / processings the payments 

YOUR SKILLS
- any previous experience in hospitality is a big plus 

- you love to do things the right way, have attention for details and love to improve your overall skill set
- you love working with people and teams 

- you want to make sure the clients are having the best possible time
- you can handle the pressure of peak moments
- a sincere passion for food & drinks is a big plus 

OUR OFFER
We want to be the best in the hospitality sector and that includes you! Which means we will get you in return:

- A job in an inspiring environment, a challenging position and incredible benefits

-  A multitude of trainings

- The opportunity to be part of a unique concept with clear mission & vision

- A position in a warm welcoming team with a great atmosphere

- A competitive salary with tips

- Opportunities for career development

- Employee discount in all our venues for you and your plus one

CAN YOU FEEL IT TOO? 
Let’s get in touch via Jolien@kurkumamagroup.com by sending us your CV and introduction.  


